TSUMO
Multi-Game Motion System

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT PRIMETIME AMUSEMENTS: 1.800.550.0900
VISIT US AT: HTTP://PRIMETIMEAMUSEMENTS.COM
**Platform**

- Available as Deluxe or Junior model with 50" or 39" display.
- Acrylic ball available in blue, red, or yellow.
- Surround sound brings the action to life. (available with Deluxe models only)
- Full six degree of freedom motion.
- Powered by electric motors - no hydraulic or pneumatic components.
- Authentic flight stick controls including throttle stick.

**Content**

- TsuMo is a multi-game, motion-based entertainment platform.
- Upgradeable software system supports both interactive games and passive motion rides. New games and motion rides can be purchased and uploaded onto TsuMo via CD-Rom upgrades.
- Player-selectable multi-game menu puts control into the hands of the player.
- Operators choose which titles will be displayed in the multi-game menu. Fully configurable content controls maximize earnings for your location.

**Dimensions**

49" (width) x 87" (length) x 88" (height)
Approximate Weight: 1588 lbs.

*Dimensions based on maximum values for TsuMo Deluxe with ball.*